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shielding her family’s reputation and raising her younger twin siblings onto
The Kremlin Conspiracy: A Marcus Ryker Series Political and Military

her youthful shoulders. If not for the emotional constants of her older

Action Thriller Joel C. Rosenberg 2018-03-06 A New York Times, USA

brother, Griff, and her old guard Southern grandmother, she would be lost.

TODAY, and Publishers Weekly bestseller! More than 100,000 copies sold

When betrayal and death arrive hand in hand, she takes to the road,

“Rosenberg cranks up the suspense, delivering his most stunning, high-

headed to what turns out to be the not-so-promised land of Southern

stakes thriller yet.” —Publishers Weekly “A stellar novel of riveting action

California. The dysfunction of her childhood still echoes throughout her

and political intrigue.” —Mark Greaney, #1 New York Times bestselling

scattered family, sending her brother on a disastrous path and drawing her

author of Agent in Place “Absolutely blown away by how good this guy is.

home again. There she uncovers the secrets and lies that set her family

. . . Simply masterful.” —Sean Parnell, New York Times bestselling author

on the road to destruction.

of Outlaw Platoon “An uncanny talent for focusing his storytelling on real-

The Last Mile David Baldacci 2016-04-21 A gripping thriller from David

world hot spots just as they are heating up.” —Porter Goss, former director

Baldacci, The Last Mile is perfect for fans of Lee Child and James

of the CIA “A full-throttle and frightening ride through tomorrow’s

Patterson. Memories can be a real killer. Melvin Mars awaits his fate on

headlines.” —Brigadier General (U.S. Army, Retired) A. J. Tata, bestselling

Death Row. He was one of America's most promising football stars until,

author of Direct Fire New York Times bestselling author Joel C.

aged twenty, he was arrested and convicted for the murder of his parents

Rosenberg returns with a high-stakes political thriller set in Russia.

just as he was due to begin a very lucrative contract with the NFL. When

Everything he learned to protect our president, he must use to take out

Amos Decker, newly appointed special agent with the FBI, hears the news

theirs. With an American president distracted by growing tensions in North

that Melvin was saved in the final seconds before his execution because

Korea and Iran, an ominous new threat is emerging in Moscow. A czar is

someone has confessed to the killings, he persuades his boss to allow him

rising in the Kremlin, a Russian president feverishly consolidating power,

to carry out an investigation into the Mars murders. There are facts about

silencing his opposition, and plotting a brazen and lightning-fast military

the case which don't add up, and as the investigation deepens, Decker

strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and bring Washington and

and his team uncover layer upon layer of lies and deception which are

Moscow to the brink of nuclear war. But in his blind spot is former U.S.

rooted at a time in American history which most would rather forget, but

Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker, trained to protect but ready to kill to

some seem keen to remember. There is someone out there with a lot to

save his country.

hide, and a secret that everyone is looking for. A race against time ensues

No Time Left David Baldacci 2011-05-02 An original short story by New

because, when revealed, that information threatens to tear apart the

York Times bestselling author David Baldacci. Frank Becker is a highly

corridors of power at the very highest level. The case proves to be life-

sought after, expert assassin. When Becker takes a mysterious job, he

changing for both Mars and Decker in ways that neither could ever have

has no idea that it will force him to delve deeply into his own past.

imagined. The Last Mile is the second in the Amos Decker series,

Undeterred by obstacles he is determined to complete his assignment. But

following Memory Man. Continue the investigative thrillers with The Fix.

he may realize too late that his success will permanently alter his future.

Deliver Us from Evil David Baldacci 2010-04-20 Locked in a battle of

The Myth of Perpetual Summer Susan Crandall 2018-06-19 From the

nerve and wits, a mysterious intelligence operative and a vigilante agent

national bestselling author of Whistling Past the Graveyard comes a

race against time to take down a greedy businessman bent on destroying

moving coming-of-age tale set in the tumultuous sixties that harkens to

millions of lives in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Evan Waller

both Ordinary Grace and The Secret Life of Bees. Tallulah James’s

is a monster . . . He has built a fortune from his willingness to buy and sell

parents’ volatile relationship, erratic behavior, and hands-off approach to

anything . . . and anyone. In search of new opportunities, Waller has just

child rearing set tongues to wagging in their staid Mississippi town,

begun a new business venture: one that could lead to millions of deaths all

complicating her already uncertain life. She takes the responsibility of

over the globe. On his trail is Shaw, the mysterious operative from The
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Whole Truth, who has tracked Waller to Provence and must prevent him

people that the police, the FBI, even the military can't stop. That's when

from closing his latest deal. But someone else is pursuing Waller: Reggie

the U.S. government calls on Will Robie, a stone cold hitman who never

Campion, an agent for a secret vigilante group headquartered in a musty

questions orders and always nails his target. But Will Robie may have just

old English estate—and she has an agenda of her own. Hunting the same

made the first--and last--mistake of his career . . . THE INNOCENT It

man and unaware of each other's mission, Shaw and Reggie will be

begins with a hit gone wrong. Robie is dispatched to eliminate a target

caught in a deadly duel of nerves and wits. Hitchcockian in its intimate

unusually close to home in Washington, D.C. But something about this

buildup of suspense and filled with the remarkable characters, breathtaking

mission doesn't seem right to Robie, and he does the unthinkable. He

plot turns, and blockbuster finale that are David Baldacci's hallmarks,

refuses to kill. Now, Robie becomes a target himself and must escape

Deliver Us From Evil is one of the most gripping thrillers you'll read this

from his own people. Fleeing the scene, Robie crosses paths with a

year.

wayward teenage girl, a fourteen-year-old runaway from a foster home.

Divine Justice David Baldacci 2008-11-04 With a master spy and the U. S.

But she isn't an ordinary runaway-her parents were murdered, and her

government after him, former CIA assassin Oliver Stone is America's most

own life is in danger. Against all of his professional habits, Robie rescues

wanted man-but escaping D.C. won't protect him from a lethal world of

her and finds he can't walk away. He needs to help her. Even worse, the

political corruption in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Known by

more Robie learns about the girl, the more he's convinced she is at the

his alias, "Oliver Stone," John Carr is the most wanted man in America.

center of a vast cover-up, one that may explain her parents' deaths and

With two pulls of the trigger, the men who destroyed Stone's life and kept

stretch to unimaginable levels of power. Now, Robie may have to step out

him in the shadows were finally silenced. But his freedom comes at a

of the shadows in order to save this girl's life . . . and perhaps his own.

steep price: The assassinations he carried out prompt the highest levels of

Mind Prey John Sandford 1996-05-01 Lucas Davenport has met his

the U.S. government to unleash a massive manhunt. Yet behind the

match-a brilliant, wanton killer who knows more about mind games than

scenes, master spy Macklin Hayes is playing a very personal game of cat

Lucas himself. This man is more depraved and intelligent than anybody

and mouse. He, more than anyone else, wants John Carr dead. With their

Lucas has tracked before-and with a female psychiatrist in his trap, he's

friend and unofficial leader in hiding, the members of the Camel Club risk

already one step ahead of Lucas...

everything to save him. As the hunters close in, Stone's flight from the

The Guilty David Baldacci 2015-11-17 After failing a critical assignment

demons of his past will take him from the power corridors of Washington,

overseas, Will Robie must investigate a murder accusation against his

D.C., to the coal-mining town of Divine, Virginia--and into a world every bit

father--but to save him, he'll have to face a violent and deadly fallout in

as bloody and lethal as the one he left behind.

this New York Times bestselling thriller. Will Robie escaped his small Gulf

The Hit David Baldacci 2013-04-23 Master assassin Will Robie must track

Coast hometown of Cantrell, Mississippi after high school, severing all

down a deadly rogue agent, but the attacks conceal a larger threat that

personal ties, and never looked back. Not until the unimaginable occurs.

could send shockwaves through the U. S. government and around the

His father, Dan Robie, has been arrested and charged with murder. Father

world in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Will Robie is a master

and son haven't spoken or seen each other since the day Robie left town.

of killing. A highly skilled assassin, Robie is the man the U.S. government

In that time, Dan Robie--a local attorney and pillar of the community--has

calls on to eliminate the worst of the worst--enemies of the state, monsters

been elected town judge. Despite this, most of Cantrell is aligned against

committed to harming untold numbers of innocent victims. No one else can

Dan. His guilt is assumed. To make matters worse, Dan has refused to do

match Robie's talents as a hitman...no one, except Jessica Reel. A fellow

anything to defend himself. When Robie tries to help, his father responds

assassin, equally professional and dangerous, Reel is every bit as lethal

only with anger and defiance. Could Dan really be guilty? With the equally

as Robie. And now, she's gone rogue, turning her gun sights on other

formidable Jessica Reel at his side, Robie ignores his father's wishes and

members of their agency. To stop one of their own, the government looks

begins his own desperate investigation into the case. But Robie is now a

again to Will Robie. His mission: bring in Reel, dead or alive. Only a killer

stranger to his hometown, an outsider, a man who has forsaken his past

can catch another killer, they tell him. But as Robie pursues Reel, he

and his family. His attempts to save his father are met with distrust and

quickly finds that there is more to her betrayal than meets the eye. Her

skepticism...and violence. Unlike the missions Robie undertook in the

attacks on the agency conceal a larger threat, a threat that could send

service of his country, where his target was clearly defined, digging into

shockwaves through the U.S. government and around the world.

his father's case only reveals more questions. Robie is drawn into the

Rising Sun Michael Crichton 1993 In a novel set within the arena of volatile

hidden underside of Cantrell, where he must face the unexpected and

Japanese-American relations, business moguls compete for control of the

possibly deadly consequences of the long-ago choices made by father and

international electronics industry

son. And this time, there may be no escape for either of them.

The Innocent David Baldacci 2012-04-17 America has enemies--ruthless

Long Road to Mercy David Baldacci 2018-11-13 Introducing a remarkable
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new character from #1 New York Times bestselling writer David Baldacci:

murders in a dying rust belt town--and the closer they come to the truth,

Atlee Pine, an FBI agent with special skills assigned to the remote wilds of

the deadlier it gets in this rapid-fire #1 New York Times bestseller.

the southwestern United States who must confront a new threat . . . and

Something sinister is going on in Baronville. The rust belt town has seen

an old nightmare. Eeny, meeny, miny, moe. Catch a tiger by its toe. It's

four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the

seared into Atlee Pine's memory: the kidnapper's chilling rhyme as he

scenes--obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have the police stumped.

chose between six-year-old Atlee and her twin sister, Mercy. Mercy was

Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are in Baronville visiting

taken. Atlee was spared. She never saw Mercy again. Three decades after

Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a former mill and mining

that terrifying night, Atlee Pine works for the FBI. She's the lone agent

town with a crumbling economy and rampant opioid addiction. Decker has

assigned to the Shattered Rock, Arizona resident agency, which is

only been there a few hours when he stumbles on a horrific double murder

responsible for protecting the Grand Canyon. So when one of the Grand

scene. Then the next killing hits sickeningly close to home. And with the

Canyon's mules is found stabbed to death at the bottom of the canyon-and

lives of people he cares about suddenly hanging in the balance, Decker

its rider missing-Pine is called in to investigate. It soon seems clear the

begins to realize that the recent string of deaths may be only one small

lost tourist had something more clandestine than sightseeing in mind. But

piece of a much larger scheme--with consequences that will reach far

just as Pine begins to put together clues pointing to a terrifying plot, she's

beyond Baronville. Decker, with his singular talents, may be the only one

abruptly called off the case. If she disobeys direct orders by continuing to

who can crack this bizarre case. Only this time--when one mistake could

search for the missing man, it will mean the end of her career. But unless

cost him everything--Decker finds that his previously infallible memory may

Pine keeps working the case and discovers the truth, it could spell the

not be so trustworthy after all...

very end of democracy in America as we know it... "Love it!" --Lisa

The Fix David Baldacci 2017-10-31 Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique

Gardner"Atlee Pine is unforgettable." --James Patterson "David Baldacci's

special agent, who suffered a head injury that resulted in giving him the

best yet." --Lisa Scottoline "Heart-poundingly suspenseful." --Scott Turow

gift of a remarkable memory takes on another case in The Fix.Walter

"A stunning debut." --Douglas Preston "A perfect blend of action, secrets,

Dabney is a family man. A loving husband and the father of four grown

and conspiracies." --Steve Berry "Baldacci is at the top of his game." --

daughters, he's built a life many would be proud of. But then the

Kathy Reichs

unthinkable happens.Standing outside the FBI Headquarters in

The Winner David Baldacci 2002-08-01 A rags-to-riches deal for single

Washington, DC, Dabney shoots school teacher Anne Berkshire in cold

mother LuAnn Tyler is deadlier than she ever could have imagined in this

blood before turning the gun on himself.One of the many witnesses is

#1 New York Times bestselling thriller from David Baldacci. THE DREAM

Amos Decker; a man who forgets nothing and sees what most miss.

She is twenty, beautiful, dirt-poor, and hoping for a better life for her infant

Baffled by what appears to be a seemingly senseless and random killing,

daughter when LuAnn Tyler is offered the gift of a lifetime, a $100 million

Decker is thrust into the investigation to determine what drove this family

lottery jackpot. All she has to do is change her identity and leave the U.S.

man to pull the trigger. As part of an FBI special task force, Decker and

forever. THE KILLER It's an offer she dares to refuse...until violence forces

the team delve into the lives of Dabney and Berkshire to find a connection

her hand and thrusts her into a harrowing game of high-stakes, big-money

that doesn't seem to exist. What they do find are secrets that stretch back

subterfuge. It's a price she won't fully pay...until she does the unthinkable

a lifetime and reveal a current plot of impending destruction that will send

and breaks the promise that made her rich. THE WINNER For if LuAnn

the world reeling, placing Decker and his team squarely in the crosshairs.

Tyler comes home, she will be pitted against the deadliest contestant of

One Summer David Baldacci 2011-06-14 David Baldacci delivers a

all: the chameleon-like financial mastermind who changed her life. And

moving, family drama about learning to love again after terrible heartbreak

who can take it away at will...

and loss in this classic New York Times bestseller—soon to be a Hallmark

Bullseye David Baldacci 2014-02-04 In this all-new short story from #1

original movie. It's almost Christmas, but there is no joy in the house of

New York Times bestselling author David Baldacci, worlds collide when

terminally ill Jack and his family. With only a short time left to live, he

government assassin Will Robie is caught in the crossfire with Oliver

spends his last days preparing to say goodbye to his devoted wife, Lizzie,

Stone and the Camel Club. Will Robie is closing in on his next target when

and their three children. Then, unthinkably, tragedy strikes again: Lizzie is

he finds himself in the middle of a bank heist--and he's taken hostage

killed in a car accident. With no one able to care for them, the children are

alongside Oliver Stone. But is this just a simple bank job, or are the

separated from each other and sent to live with family members around

robbers after something even more valuable--and dangerous--than the

the country. Just when all seems lost, Jack begins to recover in a

cash in the vault? Available only as an ebook.

miraculous turn of events. He rises from what should have been his

The Fallen David Baldacci 2018-04-17 Star FBI detective Amos Decker

deathbed, determined to bring his fractured family back together.

and his colleague Alex Jamison must solve four increasingly bizarre

Struggling to rebuild their lives after Lizzie's death, he reunites everyone at
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Lizzie's childhood home on the oceanfront in South Carolina. And there,

she’s losing her grip on her son because he’s being lured down a darker

over one unforgettable summer, Jack will begin to learn to love again, and

path by one of his teammates, a secretly disturbed young man from an

he and his children will learn how to become a family once more.

affluent family, whose excellent grades and fun-loving manner conceal his

Wish You Well David Baldacci 2000-10-01 Following a family tragedy,

violent criminal plans. Add a handsome stranger who comes to town and

siblings Lou and Oz must leave New York and adjust to life in the Virginia

infiltrates the high school, posing as a teacher but with a hidden agenda

mountains--but just as the farm begins to feel like home, they'll have to

all his own. The mix becomes combustible when a beloved faculty

defend it from a dark threat in this New York Times bestselling coming-of-

member turns up dead as a suicide, in circumstances equally consistent

age story. Precocious twelve-year-old Louisa Mae Cardinal lives in the

with murder. Only then is the true identity of the fake teacher revealed,

hectic New York City of 1940 with her family. Then tragedy strikes--and

and the single mother finds herself engaged in a battle for the future, the

Lou and her younger brother, Oz, must go with their invalid mother to live

soul, and the very life of her only son. One Perfect Lie is a riveting and

on their great-grandmother's farm in the Virginia mountains. Suddenly Lou

suspenseful family drama, and by the time you close the book, you will

finds herself growing up in a new landscape, making her first true friend,

realize that nothing was as it seemed at the beginning.

and experiencing adventures tragic, comic, and audacious. When a dark,

Absolute Power David Baldacci 2001-06-15 When burglar Luther Whitney

destructive force encroaches on her new home, her struggle will play out

breaks into a Virginia mansion, he witnesses a brutal crime involving the

in a crowded Virginia courtroom...and determine the future of two children,

president--a man who believes he can get away with anything--and now,

an entire town, and the mountains they love.

Luther may be the only one who can stop him in this #1 New York Times

Redemption David Baldacci 2019-04-16 Detective Amos Decker discovers

bestselling thriller. In a heavily guarded mansion in the Virginia

that a mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly

countryside, professional burglar and break-in artist Luther Whitney is

consequences in this compelling Memory Man thriller by #1 New York

trapped behind a two-way mirror. What he witnesses destroys his faith not

Times bestselling author David Baldacci. Decker is visiting his hometown

only in justice, but in all he holds dear. What follows is an unthinkable

of Burlington, Ohio, when he's approached by a man named Meryl

abuse of power and criminal conspiracy, as a breathtaking cover-up is set

Hawkins. Hawkins is a convicted murderer. In fact, he's the very first killer

in motion by those appointed to work for one of the most important people

Decker ever put behind bars. But he's innocent, he claims. Now suffering

in the world--the President of the United States.

from terminal cancer, it's his dying wish that Decker clear his name. It's

Memory Man David Baldacci 2015 His family was murdered. The hunt for

unthinkable. The case was open and shut, with rock solid forensic

the killer begins.

evidence. But when Hawkins turns up dead with a bullet in his head, even

No Man's Land David Baldacci 2016-11-15 After his father is accused of

Decker begins to have doubts. Is it possible that he really did get it wrong,

murder, combat veteran and Special Agent John Puller must investigate

all those years ago? Decker's determined to uncover the truth, no matter

his past and learn the truth about his mother in this New York Times

the personal cost. But solving a case this cold may be impossible,

bestselling thriller--but someone hiding in the shadows wants revenge.

especially when it becomes clear that someone doesn't want the old case

Two men. Thirty years. John Puller's mother, Jackie, vanished thirty years

reopened. Someone who is willing to kill to keep the truth buried, and hide

ago from Fort Monroe, Virginia, when Puller was just a boy. Paul Rogers

a decades-old secret that may have devastating repercussions . . .

has been in prison for ten years. But twenty years before that, he was at

Detective Cross James Patterson 2017-05-02 A threat from an anonymous

Fort Monroe. One night three decades ago, Puller's and Rogers' worlds

caller sends D. C. into panic as Detective Alex Cross teams up with his

collided with devastating results, and the truth has been buried ever since.

wife to uncover the chilling truth. An anonymous caller has promised to set

Until now. Military investigators, armed with a letter from a friend of

off deadly bombs in Washington, DC. A cruel hoax or the real deal? By

Jackie's, arrive in the hospital room of Puller's father-a legendary three-

the time Alex Cross and his wife, Bree Stone, uncover the chilling truth, it

star now sinking into dementia-and reveal that Puller Sr. has been

may already be too late . . . . BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James

accused of murdering his wife. Aided by his brother Robert Puller, an Air

Patterson Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop

Force major, and Veronica Knox, who works for a shadowy U.S.

reading All original content from James Patterson

intelligence organization, Puller begins a journey that will take him into his

One Perfect Lie Lisa Scottoline 2017-04-11 One Perfect Lie is an

own past, to find the truth about his mother. Paul Rogers' time is running

emotional thriller and a suburban crime story that will keep you guessing

out. With the clock ticking, he begins his own journey, one that will take

until you turn the very last page. On the surface, it tells the tale of the

him across the country to the place where all his troubles began: a

struggling single mother of a high-school pitcher, a shy kid so athletically

mysterious building on the grounds of Fort Monroe. There, thirty years

talented that he’s being recruited for a full-ride scholarship to a Division I

ago, the man Rogers had once been vanished too, and was replaced with

college, with a future in major-league baseball. But the mother fears that

a monster. And now the monster wants revenge. And the only person
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standing in his way is John Puller.

seen in rural Colorado, Blue Man had taken a rare vacation to go fly

The Final Play David Baldacci 2021-07-22 From the international number

fishing in his hometown when he disappeared off the grid. With no

one bestselling thriller writer, David Baldacci, comes The Final Play, a

communications since, the team can't help but fear the worst. Sent to

gripping mystery about a college football player's investigation into the

investigate, Robie and Reel arrive in the small town of Grand to discover

unsolved disappearance of a fellow player who seemingly vanished into

that it has its own share of problems. A stagnant local economy and a

thin air. Forty years ago, Herschel Ruggles, a legend on the Mighty Johns

woefully understaffed police force have made this small community a

football team at Draven University, disappeared after scoring a record-

magnet for crime, drugs, and a growing number of militant fringe groups.

breaking touchdown in front of 25,000 spectators. Ruggles, instead of

But lying in wait in Grand is an even more insidious and sweeping threat,

celebrating, continued running, ball in hand, into a passageway that led

one that may shake the very foundations of America. And when Robie and

under the field. He was never seen again. His disappearance had

Reel find themselves up against an adversary with superior firepower and

mystified the community for decades until another player, brilliant physics

a home-court advantage, they'll be lucky if they make it out alive, with or

major, Merlin North, turns detective and becomes fixated on discovering

without Blue Man . . . INCREDIBLE PRAISE FOR DAVID BALDACCI'S #1

what happened to Herschel Ruggles. As North's investigation deepens, he

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING WILL ROBIE SERIES: "Fast-paced

uncovers evidence which suggests that dark forces played a hand in

entertainment at its best." --Florida Times-Union "Robie and Reel are

Ruggles' fate to reveal a truth even more extraordinary than he could ever

complex characters, and anything they do is a pleasure to follow...Baldacci

have anticipated.

knows how to get readers to turn the pages." --Associated Press "David

Walk the Wire David Baldacci 2020-04-21 Amos Decker -- the FBI

Baldacci has never been better than in The Guilty. His latest to feature

consultant with a perfect memory -- returns to solve a gruesome murder in

conflicted assassin extraordinaire Will Robie takes the character--and

a booming North Dakota oil town in the newest thriller in David Baldacci's

series--to new heights....A stunning success from one of America's great

#1 New York Times bestselling Memory Man series. When Amos Decker

literary talents." --Providence Sunday Journal on The Guilty "A first-class

and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are called to London, North Dakota,

thriller...David Baldacci's four bestselling novels about government

they instantly sense that the thriving fracking town is ripe for trouble. The

assassin Will Robie have straddled that line of edgy, high-concept

promise of a second gold rush has attracted an onslaught of newcomers

suspense, augmented with a bit of the political thriller, and deep character

all hoping for a windfall, and the community is growing faster than houses

studies." --Sun-Sentinel (FL) on The Guilty "With a lightning pace,

can be built. The sudden boom has also brought a slew of problems with

captivating characters, and astonishing twists throughout, The Hit is

it, including drugs, property crimes, prostitution -- and now murder. Decker

guaranteed to keep your attention from the first page to the last." --The

and Jamison are ordered to investigate the death of a young woman

Times-News (NC) on The Hit

named Irene Cramer, whose body was expertly autopsied and then

The Chase Candice Fox 2022-03-08 The Chase is a modern The Fugitive

dumped in the open -- which is only the beginning of the oddities

with characters only #1 New York Times and Globe and Mail bestselling

surrounding the case. As Decker and Jamison dig into Irene's life, they are

author Candice Fox can write. “Are you listening, Warden?” “What do you

shocked to discover that the woman who walked the streets by night as a

want?” “I want you to let them out.” “Which inmates are we talking

prostitute was a teacher for a local religious sect by day -- a sect operating

about?” “All of them.” With that, the largest manhunt in United States

on land once owned by a mysterious government facility that looms over

history is on. In response to a hostage situation, more than 600 inmates

the entire community. London is a town replete with ruthless business

from the Pronghorn Correctional Facility, including everyone on Death

owners, shady government officials, and religious outsiders, all determined

Row, are released into the Nevada Desert. Criminals considered the worst

to keep their secrets from coming out. When other murders occur, Decker

of the worst, monsters with dark, violent pasts, are getting farther away by

will need all of his extraordinary memory and detective skills, and the

the second. John Kradle, convicted of murdering his wife and son, is one

assistance of a surprising ally, to root out a killer and the forces behind

of the escapees. Now, desperate to discover what really happened that

Cramer's death. . . before the boom town explodes.

night, Kradle must avoid capture and work quickly to prove his innocence

End Game David Baldacci 2017-11-14 #1 New York Times bestselling

as law enforcement closes in on the fugitives. Death Row Supervisor, and

author David Baldacci returns with his most breathtaking thriller yet! Will

now fugitive-hunter, Celine Osbourne has focused all of her energy on

Robie and Jessica Reel are two of the most lethal people alive. They're

catching Kradle and bringing him back to Death Row. She has very

the ones the government calls in when the utmost secrecy is required to

personal reasons for hating him – and she knows exactly where he’s

take out those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United

heading... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital

States. And through every mission, one man has always had their backs:

Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

their handler, code-named Blue Man. But now, Blue Man is missing. Last

All That Remains Patricia Cornwell 1992-08-17 When a fifth couple falls
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prey to a serial killer with a penchant for murdering young lovers parked in

the mysterious group that calls itself the Camel Club, is both feared and

their cars, Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta examines the evidence.

respected by those who've crossed his path. Keeping a vigilant watch over

By the author of Body of Evidence. 150,000 first printing. $150,000

our leaders in Washington, D.C., the Camel Club has won over some

ad/promo.

allies, but it has also earned formidable enemies-including those in power

King and Maxwell David Baldacci 2013-11-19 In this #1 New York Times

who will do anything to prevent Stone and his friends from uncovering the

bestselling thriller, when two former Secret Service agents investigate a

hidden, secret work of the government. Annabelle Conroy, an honorary

message from a soldier who was supposedly killed, they're determined to

member of the Camel Club, is also the greatest con artist of her

protect his son...even if they pay for it with their lives. It seems at first like

generation. She has swindled forty million dollars from casino king Jerry

a simple, tragic story. Tyler Wingo, a teenage boy, learns the awful news

Bagger, the man who murdered her mother. Now he's hot on her trail with

that his father, a soldier, was killed in action in Afghanistan. Then the

only one goal in mind: Annabelle's death. But as Stone and the Camel

extraordinary happens: Tyler receives a communication from his

Club circle the wagons to protect Annabelle, a new opponent, who makes

father...after his supposed death. Tyler hires Sean and Michelle to solve

Bagger's menace pale by comparison, suddenly arises. One by one, men

the mystery surrounding his father. But their investigation quickly leads to

from Stone's shadowy past are turning up dead. Behind this slaughter

deeper, more troubling questions. Could Tyler's father really still be alive?

stands one man: Harry Finn. To almost all who know him, Finn is a doting

What was his true mission? Could Tyler be the next target? Sean and

father and loving husband who uses his skills behind the scenes to keep

Michelle soon realize that they've stumbled on to something bigger and

our nation safe. But the other face of Harry Finn is that of an unstoppable

more treacherous than anyone could have imagined. And as their hunt for

killer who inevitably sets his lethal bull's-eye on Oliver Stone. And with

the truth leads them relentlessly to the highest levels of power and to

Finn, Stone may well have met his match. As Annabelle and the Camel

uncovering the most clandestine of secrets, Sean and Michelle are

Club fight for their lives, the twists and turns whipsaw, leading to a finale

determined to help and protect Tyler--though they may pay for it with their

that is as explosive as it is shattering. And when buried secrets are at last

lives.

violently resurrected, the members of the Camel Club left standing will be

The Fix David Baldacci 2017-04-18 In this "perfect 'fix' for the thriller

changed forever. With unrelenting pacing, stunning reversals, and two of

aficionado" (Associated Press) and #1 New York Times bestseller,

the most compelling characters in modern fiction, STONE COLD is David

maverick FBI detective Amos Decker must forge an uneasy alliance with

Baldacci writing at his breathtaking best.

the Defense Intelligence Agency to prevent an international incident that

The Keeper David Baldacci 2015-09-10 David Baldacci is back with The

could spell the end of the United States as we know it. Amos Decker

Keeper, the follow up to his instant #1 global bestseller and award-winning

witnesses a murder just outside FBI headquarters. A man shoots a woman

YA fantasy debut The Finisher. Vega Jane was always told no one could

execution-style on a crowded sidewalk, then turns the gun on himself.

leave the town of Wormwood. She was told there was nothing outside but

Even with Decker's extraordinary powers of observation and deduction, the

the Quag, a wilderness filled with danger and death. And she believed it -

killing is baffling. Decker and his team can find absolutely no connection

until the night she stumbled across a secret that proved that everything

between the shooter -- a family man with a successful consulting business

she knew was a lie. Now Vega and her best friend Delph must find a way

-- and his victim, a schoolteacher. Nor is there a hint of any possible

to make it across this terrifying land of bloodthirsty creatures and sinister

motive for the attack. Enter Harper Brown. An agent of the Defense

magic. But the Quag is worse than Vega Jane's darkest imagining. It's a

Intelligence Agency, she orders Decker to back off the case. The murder

living, breathing prison designed to keep enemies out and the villagers of

is part of an open DIA investigation, one so classified that Decker and his

Wormwood in. The Quag will throw everything at Vega. It will try to break

team aren't cleared for it. But they learn that the DIA believes solving the

her. It will try to kill her. And survival might come at a price not even Vega

murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Critical information may

is willing to pay. Master storyteller David Baldacci unleashes a hurricane of

have been leaked to a hostile government -- or worse, an international

action and adrenalin that takes readers to breaking point in this second

terrorist group -- and an attack may be imminent. Decker's never been one

instalment in the Vega Jane series.

to follow the rules, especially with the stakes so high. Forced into an

The Fix David Baldacci 2017-04-06 Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique

uneasy alliance with Agent Brown, Decker remains laser focused on only

special agent, who suffered a head injury that resulted in giving him the

one goal: solving the case before it's too late.

gift of a remarkable memory together with a condition called synaesthesia,

Stone Cold David Baldacci 2007-11-06 The #1 bestselling author of The

takes on another case in The Fix.Walter Dabney is a family man. A loving

Collectors and Simple Genius returns with STONE COLD...an unforgetable

husband and the father of four grown daughters , he's built a life many

novel of revenge, conspiracy, and murder that brings a band of unlikely

would be proud of.But then the unthinkable happens.Standing outside the

heroes face-to-face with their greatest threat. Oliver Stone, the leader of

FBI Headquarters in Washington, D C, Dabney shoots school teacher
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Anne Berkshire in cold blood before turning the gun on himself.One of the

actions. Their efforts bear little fruit--until the group witnesses a shocking

many witnesses is Amos Decker; a man who forgets nothing and sees

murder...and becomes embroiled in an astounding, far-reaching

what most miss. Baffled by what appears to be a seemingly senseless and

conspiracy. Now the Club must join forces with a Secret Service agent to

random killing, Decker is thrust into the investigation to determine what

confront one of the most chilling spectacles ever to take place on

drove this family man to pull the trigger.As part of an FBI special task

American soil-an event that may trigger the ultimate war between two

force, Decker and the team delve into the lives of Dabney and Berkshire to

different worlds. And all that stands in the way of this apocalypse is five

find a connection that doesn't seem to exist. What they do find are secrets

unexpected heroes.

that stretch back a lifetime and reveal a current plot of impending

Long Shadows David Baldacci 2022-10-11 The latest riveting thriller in

destruction that will send the world reeling, placing Decker and his team

David Baldacci's #1 New York Times bestselling Memory Man series.

squarely in the crosshairs.

Walk the Wire David Baldacci 2020-04-16 Remember his name: FBI Agent

Freddy and the French Fries #1: David Baldacci 2008-07-15 Freddy

Amos Decker is back in a thrilling memory man investigation from number

Funkhouser comes up with an idea to bolster business for his family's fast-

one bestseller, David Baldacci. A town with a secret. A lone hunter

food health restaurant, Burger Castle, and finally defeat Pookesville's

discovers the remains of a woman in North Dakota’s Badlands. She

biggest bully, Adam Spanker. When Freddy's fun invention goes awry, the

appears to have had a post-mortem performed on her reminiscent of those

results are five very funny French fries who come to life and wreak havoc

only seen on TV shows – but this time, there was no slab, morgue or

in Freddy's family and community. With some help from his cheese-cube-

camera in sight. A victim without a past. The reason why Irene Cramer’s

loving best friend Howie Kapowie, and armed with his dad's inventions,

death merits an FBI investigation becomes rapidly clear when key

Freddy and the French Fries set out to bring Spanker and his gang down

questions surface about her mysterious past. Little is known about this

in a final showdown, proving that brains have an edge over brawn any

school teacher, where she came from or her true identity. She clearly had

time.

something to hide. A hero with a unique skill. FBI investigator, Amos

The Darkest Sin D. V. Bishop 2022-03-03 'Absolutely terrific' – Philip

Decker and his colleague, Alex Jamison, are summoned to seek answers

Gwynne Jones, author of the bestselling Nathan Sutherland series. 'D.V

in the local community of London, North Dakota, which sits at the very

Bishop transports you to an utterly convincing 16th century Florence,

heart of the fracking industry. Enriched with oil money, jealousy and a

where the best and worst of human nature constantly circle each other in

deep-set rivalry lie beneath a veneer of glitz and opulence. Decker soon

this tense mystery' S. G. MacLean Florence. Spring, 1537. When Cesare

realizes that the nearby ‘eye in the sky’, the Air Force Station, may hold

Aldo investigates a report of intruders at a convent in the Renaissance

the vital clues and that this town holds secrets so explosive that they could

city’s northern quarter, he enters a community divided by bitter rivalries

destabilize the entire country . . Walk the Wire by David Baldacci is the

and harbouring dark secrets. His case becomes far more complicated

sixth book in the Amos Decker series. Once read, never forgotten.

when a man’s body is found deep inside the convent, stabbed more than

Open Season C. J. Box 2002-05-07 Don't miss the Spectrum Originals

two dozen times. Unthinkable as it seems, all the evidence suggests one

series JOE PICKETT! The first novel in the thrilling series featuring

of the nuns must be the killer. Meanwhile, Constable Carlo Strocchi finds

Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett from #1 New York Times bestselling

human remains pulled from the Arno that belong to an officer of the law

author C. J. Box. Joe Pickett is the new game warden in Twelve Sleep,

missing since winter. The dead man had many enemies, but who would

Wyoming, a town where nearly everyone hunts and the game

dare kill an official of the city’s most feared criminal court? As Aldo and

warden—especially one like Joe who won't take bribes or look the other

Strocchi close in on the truth, identifying the killers will prove more

way—is far from popular. When he finds a local hunting outfitter dead,

treacherous than either of them could ever have imagined . . . The Darkest

splayed out on the woodpile behind his state-owned home, he takes it

Sin is an atmospheric historical thriller by D. V. Bishop, set in Renaissance

personally. There had to be a reason that the outfitter, with whom he's had

Florence and is the sequel to City of Vengeance.

run-ins before, chose his backyard, his woodpile to die in. Even after the

The Camel Club David Baldacci 2005-10-01 After witnessing a shocking

"outfitter murders," as they have been dubbed by the local press after the

murder, four conspiracy theorists team up with a Secret Service agent to

discovery of the two more bodies, are solved, Joe continues to investigate,

uncover the government corruption that threatens to cause an international

uneasy with the easy explanation offered by the local police. As Joe digs

terrorism crisis in this New York Times bestselling thriller. Welcome to

deeper into the murders, he soon discovers that the outfitter brought more

THE CAMEL CLUB. Existing at the fringes of Washington, D.C., the Club

than death to his backdoor: he brought Joe an endangered species,

consists of four eccentric members. Led by a mysterious man known as

thought to be extinct, which is now living in his woodpile. But if word of the

"Oliver Stone," they study conspiracy theories, current events, and the

existence of this endangered species gets out, it will destroy any chance

machinations of government to discover the "truth" behind the country's

of InterWest, a multi-national natural gas company, building an oil pipeline
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that would bring the company billions of dollars across Wyoming, through

truth behind the outfitter murders, the endangered species and InterWest,

the mountains and forests of Twelve Sleep. The closer Joe comes to the

the closer he comes to losing everything he holds dear.
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